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Abstract—This paper demonstrates the use of computer
simulation for topological design and performance engineering of
transparent wavelength-division multiplexing metropolitan-area
networks. Engineering of these networks involves the study of
various transport-layer impairments such as amplifier noise,
component ripple, chirp/dispersion, optical crosstalk, waveform
distortion due to filter concatenation, fiber nonlinearities, and
polarization effects. A computer simulation methodology com-
posed of three main simulation steps is derived and implemented.
This methodology obtains performance estimations by applying
efficient wavelength-domain simulations on the entire network
topology, followed by time-/frequency-domain simulations on
selected paths of the network and finally -budgeting on an
identified worst case path. The above technique provides an
efficient tool for topological design and network performance
engineering. Accurate simulation models are presented for each
of the performance impairments, and the computer simulation
methodology is used for the design and engineering of a number
of actual metro network architectures.

Index Terms—Computer simulation, optical networks, Q-bud-
geting, transport layer impairments, WDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE tremendous growth in broadband communication ser-
vices, brought about by the phenomenal expansion of the

Internet, has triggered an unprecedented demand for bandwidth
in telecommunication networks. Multiwavelength fiber-optic
technology appeared as the solution for the bandwidth-hungry
applications of the mid- to late 1990s, mainly due to its po-
tential for nearly unlimited transparent capacity and extensive
bandwdith management functionalities [1]. More bandwidth
than ever before can now be used for long-haul transport and
service provisioning, as fiber installations and wavelength-di-
vision multiplexing (WDM) equipment increased the capacity
and lowered the cost per bit for these networks. Unfortunately,
the metropolitan-area network environment has lagged be-
hind in the availability of low-cost fast service provisioning
using WDM. One of the main reasons has been the legacy
infrastructure of synchronous optical network/synchronous
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digital hierarchy (SONET/SDH) equipment in metro regions.
Until recently, most of the network functionality (e.g., signal
add/drop, performance monitoring, and cross-connecting)
has been provided electronically, which resulted in extensive
optical-to-electronic and electronic-to-optical conversions
(O-E-O) at each node in the network (opaque network designs).
In contrast to long-haul optical networks, which are optimized
for transmitting very high bit rates over long distances with very
few add/drops, metro networks should be optimized to offer
flexible connections and scalable bandwidth for new services
on the optical layer. Since traffic requirements in this environ-
ment can change constantly [2], it is important to have the right
technology to deal with possible network reconfigurations and
varying network loads. The presence of multiple customers in
the metro environment having diverse requirements makes the
traditional opaque network designs (O-E-O) difficult to scale
and adapt in a cost-effective way. Unlike long-haul networks,
the metro networks of today are driven by central office
access and transmission equipment costs, which are shared
among a significantly smaller revenue base. New metro-area
equipment must offer significantly increased functionality and
performance at a lower cost per connection. It is only lately that
the WDM technology and the optical transparency it allows
have matured enough and become sufficiently cost effective
to replace the traditional transponder-based designs in metro.
Transparent WDM networks offer service flexibility based on
support for different bit rates, modulation formats, and data
types. Reconfigurability extends this by enabling efficient
sharing of resources and service upgrades. Optical components
are now used to route wavelengths transparently (no O-E-Os
in the optical path) through the network (wavelength-routed
designs), reducing cost and providing extensive flexibility in
combining different protocols and bit rates. It must be noted that
WDM does not preclude the use of SONET/SDH functionali-
ties, which can now be offered on a wavelength-by-wavelength
basis. The last two years have marked the introduction of
WDM in metro applications through work on architectural
proof-of-concept, experimental demonstrations, field trials,
and finally real commercial deployments [3]–[9]. However, to
our knowledge, there has been no in-depth published study on
designing and engineering specific transparent metro network
WDM architectures.

In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of transparent
metropolitan-area networks and successfully demonstrate
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how to use computer transport-layer simulation for perfor-
mance engineering and topology design focusing on specific
network architectures. Engineering these networks from a
transport-layer point of view can become a rather complex
task. Distances over which optical signals travel in sections of
these networks can potentially be less than 80 km, so optical
amplification may not be needed. In these cases, channel optical
power may not be adequate and receiver electrical noise can
become a performance issue. For designs that do use optical
amplifiers, amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise and
signal power divergence can become important performance
issues. The latter is the difference in power among the strongest
and the weakest channels and can be the result of a number of
effects, most importantly, component insertion loss variation
along the wavelength plan, amplifier gain spectrum variations,
imperfections on the performance of the gain flattening filters
or multiplexer/demultiplexer (MUX/DMUX) filters, polariza-
tion-dependent loss (PDL), and fiber loss variations along the
channel plan. Signal power divergence can result in significant
performance degradations in a network. To mitigate its effects,
we demonstrate the need for power equalization as essential for
guaranteeing network performance.

Dispersion/chirp-induced waveform distortion is another ef-
fect that the network designer needs to consider. The choice
of the optical transmitter and its associated characteristics will
determine the maximum distance that the signal can be trans-
mitted. Cost considerations and dispersion/chirp penalties must
be weighted when deciding what transmitter source to use. Ex-
ternally modulated lasers using LiNbOMach–Zender modu-
lators are one solution. Transmitter sources like directly modu-
lated distributed feedback lasers (DM-DFBs) or electroabsorp-
tion (EA) modulator integrated DFB lasers (EA-DFBs) may be
attractive solutions for their low cost. Both of the above trans-
mitter types present frequency chirp at the output modulated
waveform, and this chirp will interact with the fiber dispersion
and affect the transmission performance. The effect of the inter-
action of the laser chirp with the fiber dispersion may be delete-
rious for the fiber transmission over long fiber lengths but also
may help to increase the transmission distance [10]–[12], as will
be discussed in the next section.

Another unique characteristic of the metro networks is
the presence of thousands of kilometers of already installed
fiber that can contain both old and newer fiber installations.
Performance over older fiber can be significantly affected
by high values of polarization-mode dispersion (PMD). The
increased number of optical components present in the metro
area networks also introduces detrimental effects due to optical
crosstalk, PDL, and filter concatenation. In fact, components
can be the significant limitation rather than the transparent
medium. Finally, fiber nonlinearities, which present significant
limitations in long-haul and undersea systems, need to be
addressed in metro as well. It becomes obvious from all the
above that one of the main drawbacks of transparency is the
accumulation of a number of optical layer impairments that
make the above problem complex [13]. All the above effects,
including cost, need to be studied and budgeted during the
network engineering phase.

One of the contributions of our work is in deriving a suc-
cessful computer simulation methodology that can effectively

be used for the topology design and engineering of the network.
Because of the complexity of the underlying problem, the
choice of an adequate computer representation of optical sig-
nals and network components is essential. Several commercial
simulation packages are currently available. They all provide
an accurate and effective way of studying the performance
of the transport layer for point-to-point optical systems using
the well-known time/frequency simulation approach [14].
However, the computation time required for simulating large
multiwavelength optical networks makes this approach time
consuming and impractical in many cases. We have sought to
develop a flexible tool capable of simulating a large number
of network configurations. Our methodology is based on a
three-step computer simulation approach: the first step involves
performing a computationally efficient wavelength-domain
simulation of the entire network [15] followed by conventional
time/frequency-domain simulations on identified worst case
paths. Finally, a budgeting approach is derived based on
accurate impairment models and information obtained from the
previous two simulation steps to estimate the-performance
of the network on these worst case paths. This provides an
efficient simulation tool that will exhaustively simulate optical
paths for different topological designs to help the network
designer understand the physical layer limitations of each
topology and assist with network engineering.

The above models are described in Section II of this paper
along with experimental model validation. Section III intro-
duces several model metro network architectures. Interest in
mesh optical networks is constantly growing, and while not
yet deployed, mesh designs are becoming quite popular in
concept for extending the ring-based networks that are designed
after the traditional legacy SONET rings. Our current study
focuses on two variations of a ring architecture but can be
easily extended to include mesh or any other network design.
Section IV illustrates that topology design and engineering of
these transparent networks is feasible using the appropriate
methodology aided by computer simulation and examines each
one of the above performance impairments in greater detail.
Network size and parameter tradeoffs are also presented for
each metro design examined. Section V provides the conclu-
sions for our work.

II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

Computer simulation can be effectively used for managing
the complexity of engineering metro WDM optical networks,
without sacrificing the need for topological flexibility. During
the last few years, a number of simulation packages intended
for the network optical layer have emerged. The operation of
the majority of these tools is based on the well-known time-
and frequency-domain simulation principles [14]. In order for
a signal to be effectively represented in the computer, sampling
of either its time-domain (waveform) or its frequency-domain
(spectrum) representation has to be performed with a sampling
rate that follows the Nyquist criterion [16]. Both frequency- and
time-domain representations are equivalent, and transition from
one to the other is performed by means of a Fourier transform.
Unfortunately, simulation of WDM optical communication net-
works requires a large simulation bandwidth mainly because
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of the large aggregate bandwidth of the optical signals and the
wide range of the ASE noise. Moreover, such networks con-
tain a large number of optical paths over which these time-/fre-
quency-domain simulations need to be performed. To reduce
the sampling frequency, a low-pass (equivalent) representation
of the narrow-band signals can be used [17], but the computa-
tional complexity remains large. To gain in simulation speed,
it is essential that we increase the resolution bandwidth of the
simulations. This will result in loss of accuracy and will even-
tually prohibit the simulation from switching between time and
frequency domains since the Nyquist criterion will be violated
and aliasing will occur. In many cases, simulation speed is a sig-
nificant constraint and must be achieved with minimal sacrifice
in accuracy.

The wavelength-domainrepresentation that increases speed
by increasing resolution bandwidth is presented in great detail
in [15]. The approach essentially consists of undersampling the
various spectra and ignoring the phase of the signals, which
means ignoring their modulation and representing their spectra
by simple impulses in the frequency domain. The main assump-
tions in doing so are that the frequency characteristics of typ-
ical optical components (i.e., MUX/DMUX, optical amplifiers)
generally vary slowly within the individual signal bandwidths
and can be effectively described in this domain in terms of the
values of their transmittance transfer functions (gain, loss) and
that ignoring the modulation of the carriers does not affect the
behavior of the amplifiers. A result of the undersampling per-
formed in wavelength-domain simulation is that switching be-
tween time and frequency domains is not possible. However,
this is not needed since this approach is used to calculate the
average signal powers and optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR)
and not to evaluate the waveform evolution of channels through
the optical components of the network. In addition, all types of
linear crosstalk terms generated at each of the network com-
ponents can be collected when wavelength-domain computer
simulation of a network is performed, as shown in [18]. Since
no modulation, phase, or polarization information for signals is
propagated in the wavelength domain, the collected crosstalk
terms are simply represented in terms of average powers and
are stored separately as distinct narrow-band optical signals.
The crosstalk-induced penalty in the network must be evalu-
ated during another simulation step (second step), performed
in the time domain. Moreover, nonlinear effects in the fiber and
other optical components, as well as polarization effects, are not
captured in the wavelength-domain simulations and are studied
only on individual paths of the examined networks as part of the
time-domain simulation step.

Our simulation methodology then is based on three consecu-
tive steps:

1) wavelength-domain simulation of the entire network;
2) time-/frequency-domain simulations of identified paths;
3) budgeting analysis on the worst case path.

The first step consists of performing wavelength-domain simu-
lation of the whole network to obtain a first-cut understanding of
its performance. During this step, average signal powers, ASE
noise, and linear crosstalk are obtained at every point in the net-
work. More than one iteration of the simulation may be needed

to calculate all possible crosstalk terms in topologies such as
rings and for the spectrally resolved model of the erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) to produce accurate results [19]. During
the second step of the simulation, the optical network is decom-
posed into worst case paths based on the OSNR and crosstalk
information available from the wavelength-domain simulations
and by identifying the major impairments present. We gener-
ally expect dispersion and fiber nonlinearities to be more pro-
nounced on the longest paths in the network. Crosstalk, signal
power divergence, ASE noise accumulation, PDL, and signal
distortion due to optical filtering can be more detrimental in
paths where the signal traverses a large number of optical com-
ponents. Such paths exist in a typical metropolitan-area network
and will be illustrated in more detail in the next section. For the
identified possible worst case path(s), time-/frequency-domain
simulations are performed using conventional split-step Fourier
approach to determine channel performance in that path. Using
the above simulation methodology allows us to perform com-
plex and time-consuming time-/frequency-domain simulations
only on specific worst case paths rather than on the entire net-
work.

The performance of transmission systems is often character-
ized by the bit error rate (BER), which is required to be smaller
than approximately 10 at the beginning of life for most in-
stalled systems. Experimental characterization of such systems
is not easy since the direct measurement of BER takes consid-
erable time at these low BER values. Another way of estimating
the BER is to degrade the system performance by moving the
receiver decision threshold value, as proposed in [20]. This tech-
nique has the additional advantage of giving an easy way of es-
timating the of the system, which can be more easily modeled
than the BER. The parameteris defined as [21]

BER erfc (1)

The -penalty of a system is often expressed in dB. Since we
are mostly concerned with the optical penalties introduced by
different impairments, we will use the following definition for
dBQ throughout this paper:

dBQ (2)

The second part of the simulation methodology described above
can be used to provide the penalties (in dBQ) due to fiber non-
linearities, polarization effects, and linear optical crosstalk that
cannot be obtained using the wavelength-domain approach of
step one. The time-/frequency-domain simulations that are con-
structed for the identified worst case path of the optical net-
work provide a very accurate approach in dealing with the var-
ious detrimental effects in the optical path. However, they are
time consuming and may need Monte Carlo statistics to deal
with the randomness of the phase and polarizations of the chan-
nels. When trying to engineer the performance of an optical
network, we need a tool that will be flexible and fast enough
to run simulation repetitions for different network parameters
and network sizes, and the above simulation approach by it-
self cannot be effectively used. A third simulation step is thus
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needed that uses information from the previous two steps to
determine the parameter for the channels on the worst case
path in a simple and time-efficient way. This is a budgeting ap-
proach where dBQ penalties for the various effects obtained ei-
ther from the second step of the simulation methodology pre-
sented above or through impairment models are used. The
performance of all the channels applied on the worst case path
can then be calculated by keeping track of the signal and ASE
noise powers starting from the optical transmitter, through the
various components, and finally at the optical receiver taking
into account channel power divergence, dispersion/chirp, ASE
noise, receiver noise terms, and budgeting for all other impair-
ments in the form of dBQ. It must be noted that this is different
from a simplistic -budget since the margin allocated for each
impairment is not a fixed amount but is calculated from a corre-
sponding impairment model. The main limitation of the above
overall approach is the tradeoff of accuracy with speed. During
the implementation of the final step (i.e., budgeting analysis on
the worst case path) in trying to do the network engineering,
certain parameters may change. Ideally, then all three steps of
the methodology would need to be repeated each time a param-
eter change occurs increasing the simulation time. In our work,
we assumed that parameter changes provide a minimum change
in the overall impairment budgeting of the network and thus
avoided any iterations.

The rest of this section describes in more detail the different
impairments along with the models used in our simulations as
well as some model validation results.

A. Signal Power Divergence

The reach of a system is usually roughly optimized if the
powers (or OSNRs) of the individual channels are uniform.
However, signal power or OSNR imbalance can result from
imperfections in the loss/gain functions of optical components
such as MUXs/DMUXs, optical amplifiers and couplers, PDL,
or dynamic reconfigurations of the network that add/drop
channels at different power levels. Signal power divergence
accumulates as the channels propagate through an optical path.
The impact of this effect on the network performance can be
very significant as the low power channels can be affected by
receiver electrical noise and low OSNR, whereas the strongest
ones can potentially reach the regime where nonlinear effects
become important, as shown in [22]. The dynamic range
requirements imposed on the optical receivers can limit perfor-
mance. This issue has been studied in networks and systems
before [23], [24], but it has not been quantified in metro
networks where the number of possible traversed components
is larger than in long-haul systems. The above effect is taken
into account during the first step of our simulation procedure
when signal and noise powers are propagated as part of the
wavelength-domain simulation. The use of dynamic power
equalizers provides an effective solution for the mitigation of
the above effect, and its benefit in our particular metro network
design will be demonstrated in Section IV.

B. Chromatic Dispersion/Chirp

Recently, cost-effective directly modulated lasers (DMLs)
have attracted much attention for 2.5-Gbps operation at both

1300- and 1550-nm wavelength bands for applications in
metropolitan-area systems and in networks [25], [26]. They
present the advantages of small-size, low-cost, low driving
voltage, and high available output power. However, their major
drawback is that their chirp characteristics can significantly
limit the maximum achievable transmission distance over con-
ventional single-mode fibers [27]. Due to the high positive value
of the linewidth enhancement factor of the semiconductor
material, the leading edge of the pulses is blue-shifted relative
to the center of the pulse while the trailing edge is red shifted.
At 2.5 Gbps, the 2-dB power penalty chirp/dispersion-limited
distance (usually referred to as the laser rating) of commercially
available 1550-nm DMLs is typically 1800 ps/nm. At 10 Gbps,
this distance is much lower (usually less than 10 km due to high
laser chirp). EA modulator integrated DFBs are another pos-
sible solution as 10-Gbps 1550-nm sources for metro network
applications, as they can transmit signals somewhat beyond
the dispersion limit when used in the negative chirp regime
[12]. Commercially available EA-DFBs are specified for a
dispersion tolerance of 1440–1600 ps/nm (about 80–90 km of
single mode fiber) at 10 Gbps. However, their output power is
rather small (5–10 dB lower than that of DMLs) presenting a
different power budget requirement than the DMLs. From the
above, it is clear that the interaction of laser chirp and fiber
dispersion is very critical for the design and engineering of
metro networks where transmitter technology and cost are the
major issues. Many models exist in the literature that are able to
describe all the characteristics of the modulated waveforms at
the output of the transmitters, for example, [28]. For instance,
the rate equation model can be used to simulate the behavior
of DMLs [10], [11], while a phenomenological model can be
used to predict the behavior of EA-DFBs [29]. However, in
this study, a more simple approach has been used. The effects
of the laser frequency chirp and fiber dispersion have been
taken into account in a simple phenomenological model that
is able to predict the dispersion/chirp-induced eye-closure
penalty. The model uses parameters measured in the lab, and its
accuracy has been tested against the experiments. In the case
of chirp-free signals, the dispersion-induced penalty(dB) is
calculated using the expression

(dB) (3)

where is directly proportional to the level of intersymbol in-
terference and is the transmission link length. This kind of
penalty dependence on the transmission link has been also cal-
culated using transmission simulations [29], [30] and has been
verified by experiments. As shown in [30], the level of inter-
symbol interference induced by the dispersion will be propor-
tional to

(4)

A fitting constant is then added to the expression for the-pa-
rameter in order for the dispersion-induced penalty to match
with the results produced by the transmission simulations of
[29] and [30] and with experimental data. In fact, a worst case
approach is followed, where the model is matched with the most
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Theoretically calculated [based on (3) and (4)] dispersion-induced
penalties for an ideal chirp-free signal at 2.5 and 10 Gb/s (the signal wavelength
is assumed to experience 17 ps/nm-km dispersion). (b) Comparison of
dispersion-induced penalty for a chirp-free 10-Gb/s signal versus distance
(km) as calculated from (3) and (4) (dotted line), with transmission simulation
results performed using a chirp-free ideal waveform with infinite extinction
ratio (solid line) [28].

conservative available data. Fig. 1(a) shows the calculated
dispersion-induced penalty for an ideal chirp-free signal at 2.5
and 10 Gb/s (the signal wavelength is assumed to experience
17 ps/nm-km dispersion). As calculated from (3), the 2-dB
dispersion-induced penalty occurs at about 55 km for a 10-Gb/s
signal and at about 900 km for a 2.5-Gb/s signal. Fig. 1(b) com-
pares the dispersion-induced penalty for a chirp-free 10-Gb/s
signal versus distance (km) as calculated from (3) and (4)
(dotted line), with transmission simulation results performed
using a chirp-free ideal waveform with infinite extinction ratio
[29] (solid line). A close agreement is observed, verifying the
validity of the model.

In the case of chirped signals, we use a phenomenological
model based on the concepts presented in [31] and [32]. As
is well known, signals produced by DMLs and EA-DFBs
exhibit frequency chirp, which in the case of DMLs is always
positive (blue-shifted leading edge of the pulse; red-shifted
trailing edge) due to the positive value of the-parameter of
the semiconductor material. In the case of EA-DFBs, the chirp
is tunable and may be positive or negative (red-shifted leading
edge of the pulse; blue-shifted trailing edge). Positively chirped
signals spread after transmission over positive dispersion
fibers and cause intersymbol interference that deteriorates

significantly the quality of the received signals. However,
positively chirped signals are expected to perform very well
over negative dispersion fibers since some pulse compression
will take place. The opposite effects will occur in the case of
negatively chirped signals. Since in metropolitan-area networks
we have a coexistence of both positive (SMF-281 , LEAF2 ) and
negative (MetroCor3 fiber, dispersion compensating modules)
dispersion fibers, a simple, systems-oriented model that is able
to predict the amounts of positive and negative chirp-induced
penalties due to pulse spreading or compression, respectively,
is of particular importance. Following a similar approach as
that presented in [31], we assume that the pulse waveform is
an ideal square and that the leading and trailing portions of
the pulse are chirped. Fig. 2 illustrates our assumptions more
clearly for the case of a positively chirped signal. The pulse
exhibits a finite extinction ratio, and the power levels of the
“1” and “0” bits are denoted as and , respectively. The
chirp (measured in nm) is assumed to have a peak value of

, and the duration of each chirped portion of the signal is
(measured in nm). From the values of and the average

pulse power, the chirped signal power can be calculated.
The chirped signal power will compress/spread the pulse
proportionally to the term , where is the
fiber dispersion and is the fiber length. If we assume that
a signal with such characteristics is transmitted through an
optical fiber, the following can happen: in the event thatis
positive, the pulse will start broadening since the blue-shifted
portion of the pulse will start advancing relative to the center
portion of the pulse, while the red-shifted portion of the pulse
will be delayed (Fig. 2). The broadening will be much faster
than that which dispersion will induce to a chirp-free signal,
because of the positive laser chirp (nonoptimum prechirped
transmitter). If is negative, the pulse narrows because of the
counterinteraction of chirp and dispersion (optimum prechirped
transmitter). The blue- and red-shifted portions of the pulse
will move toward the center portion of the pulse until a point
of maximum compression. From this point on, the pulse will
start broadening again. In both cases, the amount of power
that enters/exits the bit period (corresponding to the chirped
signal power) has been assumed as increasing linearly with
distance along the fiber until all chirped power has entered/left
the bit interval [31]. Based upon this approach, it is evident
that pulse narrowing results in an increase in the average
level of the ones (represented as in Fig. 2) resulting in
eye-opening and performance improvement, whereas pulse
broadening will result in an increase in the average level of the
zeroes (represented as in Fig. 2) resulting in eye-closure
and performance deterioration. The above two models for chirp
and dispersion are then added together, and a model for the
combined effect is obtained. Fig.3 presents simulation results
of the above combined model for the case of transmission of a
10-Gb/s signal produced by an EA-DFB over a fiber link with
a dispersion of 17 ps/nm/km. Three curves are shown: one for
a chirp-free signal, one for a signal with optimum prechirping

1SMF-28 is a trademark of Corning, Inc.
2LEAF is a registered trademark of Corning, Inc.
3MetroCor is a trademark of Corning, Inc.
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Fig. 2. Representation of a positively chirped signal as a means of explaining the phenomenological model for chirp presented in Section II-B. Knowledge of
�� ; t and average pulse power is used to determine eye opening/closing in the system.

Fig. 3. Dispersion/chirp penalty (dB) versus optical path length (km) for a
10-Gbps signal using an EA-DFB transmitter and the phenomenological model
of Section II-B. Chirp-free, optimum prechirping, and nonoptimum prechirping
cases are demonstrated.

(i.e., positive dispersion fiber and negative chirp), and one for
a signal with the same chirp characteristics as in the
previous curve but for nonoptimum prechirping (i.e., positive
dispersion fiber and positive chirp). The model parameters
had values that agreed with those measured in experiments for
most of the EA-DFBs that we have tested ( nm,

ps). For optimum prechirping, the 2-dB penalty occurs
at a distance of approximately 95 km, in accordance with the
Dispersion Length rating of 1600 ps/nm for commercially
available devices. The above model is general and can also
be used for DML transmitters provided that the and
parameters are obtained.

C. Polarization-Mode Dispersion (PMD)

PMD can be an important impairment in high-data-rate
transmission systems and networks. It is defined as the statis-

tical mean of the differential group delay (DGD) distribution.
It has been shown that fiber, as well as other components made
from fiber such as dispersion compensating modules, have
Maxwellian DGD distributions [33]. When the above devices
are put together, the mean value of DGD (i.e., PMD) adds
in quadrature, producing the total PMD of the system. As an
example of PMD budgeting, it has been shown that when 40%
of the bit period is allocated for PMD, about 1 dB penalty can
be budgeted for in the system with a 10probability [34].
Based on the above budgeting scheme and assuming all the
components in the network can have their PMDs added in
quadrature, a total PMD value and penalty can be obtained and
budgeted for during the second step of our network simula-
tion procedure. The quadrature addition of PMDs for all the
components has been shown to lead to conservative estimates
of system PMDs at low probabilities [35]. However, for the
purposes of this paper, it presents a satisfactory simple and
relatively accurate model. It must be noted that the simplicity
of the above impairment budgeting approach allows for an
easy upgrade of the PMD model. As bit rates increase toward
OC-768, a more detailed treatment of PMD may be necessary.
Models such as that presented in [36] and [37] will provide a
more accurate approach to PMD and can be easily incorporated
in our methodology.

D. Linear Optical Crosstalk

Linear optical crosstalk has been a known major impairment
in optical networks and has been extensively studied in the
literature [38]–[44]. It is generated at optical components in the
network due to the nonideal characteristics of MUXs/DMUXs
and optical switches. Optical crosstalk can be distinguished into
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Fig. 4. Definition of crosstalk-inducedQ penalty (dB) at the receiver of an
optical path.

two major categories: common channel and adjacent channel.
The former refers to optical crosstalk terms that have the same
nominal wavelength as the signal, whereas the latter refers to
cases where the terms have different nominal wavelengths. The
common-channel crosstalk terms can originate from the same
laser, in which case we refer to them as multipath, or from dif-
ferent lasers at the same nominal frequency. Common channel
crosstalk terms are thus the most detrimental to the signal
performance since they cannot effectively be filtered from
the signal. When studying the performance of a metropolitan
optical network where the signal can traverse through a large
number of optical components, the number and relative strength
of the generated crosstalk terms need to be obtained. The exact
penalty that the crosstalk imposes on a channel depends on
the modulation, frequency, phase, and polarization of the
interfering electric fields. For our simulation work, a realistic
assumption is that all crosstalk terms affecting a channel have
traveled such diverse paths in reaching the receiver that their
phase and polarizations are adequately random compared to
the signal (uncorellated). We can thus use the wavelength-do-
main computer simulation approach to collect all the possible
crosstalk terms accumulated over the whole network at a
specific receiver and then use a theoretical model to determine
the crosstalk-induced -penalty during the second part of
the simulation. Crosstalk-induced-penalty is defined as the
difference in (dB) at the optical receiver that is observed at
a given error probability for the case of no crosstalk in the
system and the one that contains the effects of crosstalk in it.
This definition is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 4. To achieve
the above, the error probability of the point-to-point identified
worst case path at the direct-detection receiver is accurately
evaluated. The error probability calculation takes into account
the presence of copolarized interferers, ASE noise, receiver
shot and thermal noise, and the non-Gaussian photocurrent
statistics. For the evaluation of the error probability, we derive
analytical expressions of the probability density function and
the cumulative distribution function of the photocurrent at the
output of the direct-detection receiver based on the formalism in
[42] and [45]. The analytical expressions involve infinite series
of Hermite polynomials and moments of the crosstalk-induced
interferometric noise [45]. The aforementioned model for the
photocurrent statistics has been generalized in [44] to include
crosstalk–crosstalk and noise–crosstalk beatings, as well as

the direct detection of the crosstalk and the ASE noise, which
are neglected in [42], [45]. The model is also experimentally
validated [44].

E. Polarization-Dependent Loss (PDL)

Lightwave systems and networks with a large number of op-
tical components (such as undersea systems or metro networks)
are vulnerable to performance degradations due to PDL. PDL
may be caused by optical components such as directional cou-
plers, isolators, filters, and band-splitters and is due to the vari-
ation of the insertion loss over the different polarization states
of the optical device [46]. As a result, the total PDL along a
particular optical path will depend on the initial signal polariza-
tion orientation and on the relative orientation of the polarization
axes of each component in its path. Due to PMD, the principal
states of polarization are randomly varied in a wavelength-de-
pendent way, and as a result, the interaction of PMD with PDL
introduces among other effects a wavelength-dependent varia-
tion of the loss/gain that each signal will experience in the path.
This is most commonly known as PDL-induced ripple. Due to
the statistical nature of polarization, this ripple effect can only
be studied in a probabilistic way. We use a numerical Monte
Carlo simulation model as described in [47] to derive the statis-
tics of total PDL in a system along with the PDL-induced ripple
effect. In this model, each component is represented as a bire-
fringent element with random orientations of its principal axes.
All signals propagate through these elements starting with some
random orientation of their polarization axes. The PDL-induced
ripple statistics are calculated at the receiver based on Monte
Carlo simulation runs over a large set of axes’ orientations. This
model is used during the second part of the simulation method-
ology, focusing only on the intended worst case path in the metro
network. A PDL-induced ripple is deduced from the simula-
tions and used for engineering the network design, as will be
explained in Section IV of the article.

F. Distortion-Induced Penalty Due to Filter Concatenation

A serious signal impairment that is unique to transparent
optical networks is distortion-induced eye closure, an effect
that can be produced by signal passage through multiple WDM
filters between the source and receiver. This effect is essentially
relatively small in a point-to-point optical system since a given
signal passes through at most two filters: a MUX and a DMUX.
However, in a transparent optical network, a signal may be
demultiplexed and remultiplexed at many network elements
throughout its path before it is finally received. Thus the signal
experiences the concatenation of the entire set of filters in its
path. The effective spectral transfer function of the filter set
is the multiplication of each of the individual filters’ transfer
function, and can therefore be much narrower in spectral width
than that of a single filter. The impact of spectral narrowing of
the transfer function is exacerbated by any filter/laser center
frequency misalignments. If the laser is offset from the center
of the passband of the effective filter transfer function, then
part of the signal spectrum can be attenuated relative to the rest
of the spectrum as the signal gets too close to the edges of the
filter transfer function. This in turn can lead to a time-domain
distortion and a distortion-induced eye closure penalty that is
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related to penalty. The phase characteristics of each filter
also contribute to the above distortion-induced penalty since
they introduce dispersion whose absolute value and slope in-
creases as the number of optical filters in the cascade increases.
In [48], a comprehensive theoretical model for the study of
the concatenation of optical multiplexers/demultiplexers in
transparent optical networks is presented along with a detailed
list of prior works on the subject such as [49]. The work in
[48] takes into account intersymbol interference, ASE noise
accumulation and filtering, arbitrary optical multiplexer/de-
multiplexer and electronic low-pass filter transfer functions,
and non-Gaussian photocurrent statistics at the output of the
direct detection receiver. To our knowledge, it presents the
most general and accurate study on the subject. However, for
the purpose of engineering the performance of a metro optical
network, a simpler simulation approach is required. We adapt
the approach presented in [50]–[52], where the propagation
tool used for the second step of our simulation methodology is
used to produce noiseless simulations of the signal propagation
through the optical filters. The eye pattern at the output of
the direct detection receiver is then obtained and the eye
opening is calculated as a measure of the system performance.
Consequently, the distortion-induced (DI) penalty is defined as

DI (dB)
eye opening
Avg power

eye opening
Avg power

(5)

where the eye opening after filters assuming a laser misalign-
ment of is normalized with respect to the average received
optical power. This is done in order to distinguish the distor-
tion-induced penalty from excess loss that is caused by filter
concatenation, which unlike distortion-induced penalty can be
compensated using amplification [50].

Experimental results as well as the above transmission
simulation model have shown that for 2.5-Gbps (OC-48) bit
rate, adiabatic chirp-dominated DML lasers appear to have the
worst filter concatenation performance for positive frequency
laser/filter detunings [53]. For this case, filter phase is not taken
into account since its effect at 2.5-Gbps bit rates is negligible
for the number of filters considered. Therefore, we developed a

-budgeting procedure for filter narrowing based on adiabatic
chirp-dominated DMLs [53]. Our model was based on the
assumption that the zero and one bits have different carrier
frequencies. Therefore, the power of the ones and zeros will
experience different attenuation when passing through the
same filter function. According to the model, when the signal
is detuned toward higher wavelengths relative to the center
wavelength of the overall filter transfer function, then the
spectral peak that corresponds to the zeros is attenuated more
than that corresponding to the ones and the extinction ratio
of the received signal improves. Alternatively, the extinction
ratio (and the signal quality) degrades when the signal is
detuned toward shorter wavelengths since the spectral peak
corresponding to the ones is attenuated more than that of the
zeros. Fig.5 compares experimental results (single points)
with the theoretical -factor calculations (solid line) using

Fig. 5. Distortion-inducedQ-penalty (dB) versus laser detuning for a
2.5-Gbps signal using adiabatic-chirp dominated DML transmitter. Experiment
(single points) agrees well with theoretical model (solid line).

experimentally obtained laser parameters, as described in [54].
The close agreement of experiment and simulation verifies the
validity of the model.

G. Fiber Nonlinear Effects

Fiber nonlinearities such as self-phase modulation,
cross-phase modulation, and four-wave mixing are always a
concern when designing a high-data-rate optical system or
network [21]. In [22], it was shown that nonlinearities can
become significant in the metro environment even for relatively
low channel powers. For the purposes of this work, we used a
link simulation tool to estimate the dBQ penalty for the fiber
nonlinearities in the identified worst case paths of the examined
metro network topologies. As discussed in Section IV, it is
possible to design the network so that the total impact of fiber
nonlinearities is small.

III. DWDM M ETRONETWORK ARCHITECTURES

Fig. 6(a) and (b) presents the architectures for our metro net-
work simulation case studies: single rings and transparently in-
terconnected rings. Ring networks are used because of their in-
herent reliability. For both network designs, two-fiber rings with
unidirectional traffic are assumed. One fiber is used for service
traffic and the other for protection (11 protection scheme). The
network of Fig. 6(a) models six distribution (or access) rings
interconnected with an interoffice feeder (IOF) ring. Each ac-
cess ring, depending on the demand, can interconnectusers
(access nodes) that can, e.g., be small businesses, campus net-
works, or Internet service providers among others and can have
a typical circumference of about 15–25 km. An important char-
acteristic of these access rings is that they are passive, meaning
that they have no amplifiers or optical switches, so that the de-
sign is kept simple, low in maintenance, and thus cost effective.
Access rings are interconnected with the IOF ring using HUB
nodes, which provide the cross-connect capabilities. However,
it is possible that individual customers can also directly connect
to the network through the HUBs. Traffic aggregation occurs at
either the access or the HUB node sites and can involve a wide
range of service types such as Internet protocol, asynchronous
transfer mode, or frame relay over SONET/SDH and Ethernet.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Modeled metro network architectures: (a) interconnected ring topology
and (b) single ring topology.

For the architecture of Fig. 6(a), it is assumed that client ser-
vices are assigned the entire optical wavelength even if the de-
mand does not reach OC-192 or OC-48 and that a mixture of ac-
cess-to-access or access-to-HUB connections exist. At this time,
however, much of the traffic in these networks is hubbed (i.e.,
access-to-HUB only) [55]. HUB nodes are used as the aggrega-
tion and in some cases the egress points to the long-haul back-
bone networks. As a result, in Fig. 6(b) this scenario is presented
in the form of a single IOF ring with HUB nodes intercon-
nected with fiber spans of several kilometers.

Thirty-two channels are considered in the network, and these
are partitioned into two major bands (C- and L-bands). Each
band is further partitioned into two-to-six other subbands with
individual wavelengths spaced 200 GHz apart and a guard
spacing between bands. This guard spacing is imposed by
the limitations of the optical band-filtering technologies. The
idea of banding is very important since it allows hierarchical
multiplexing/demultiplexing at each access or HUB node [3].
In many cases, it is not necessary for every wavelength to be
demultiplexed at every HUB node if it carries no traffic for that
specific node, and so optical node bypassing is a very cost-ef-
fective solution that also results in reduced insertion loss on
the signal through path compared to single channel add/drops.
Allowing for band-level demultiplexing provides each node
with a range of wavelengths over which it can transmit/receive
and thus ensures high connectivity within the network design.
Fig. 7 presents a functional diagram of the physical layer of

a HUB node assuming two distinct possible designs: (a) the
case where the fiber is demuxed/muxed down to the individual
wavelength level and (b) the case where demuxing/muxing
happens down to the band level. In both cases, two options
exist in terms of switching: (a) an optical wavelength (or)
waveband switch provides the required reconfigurability or
(b) a static design simplyhardwires a connection from an
incoming fiber to an outgoing one. For the purposes of this
paper, full wavelength demultiplexing in the C- and L-bands
along with a reconfigurable switch fabric is assumed for each
HUB node. Several overlays are possible for the IOF ring for
both networks shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b), in which case the
size of the switch fabric inside the HUB node varies. For our
case study, no ring overlays are assumed and a typical insertion
loss for the switch fabric is used. The physical layer model im-
plementation diagram of each HUB node used in this analysis
is diagrammed in Fig. 8. It consists of two input and two output
fibers corresponding to the access and IOF rings. The same
HUB node design is repeated for the protection path and is
physically distinct from the working path to avoid single-point
of failure situations. The C- and L-bands are demultiplexed at
the input using a band DMUX (only the C-band part of the
design is shown), and a dispersion compensating module (i.e.,
a negative dispersion length of fiber) is used to compensate
for the dispersion on the IOF ring. Dispersion compensating
modules are not used on the access ring side of the HUBs due
to the insertion loss of these modules. Optical amplification
is provided at the input and output of the HUB nodes, and
the C- and L-bands are demultiplexed down to the individual
channel level. An optical switch provides the necessary net-
work reconfigurability by adding/dropping or switching each
channel, and power equalization modules after the multiplexers
will provide the necessary dynamic power equalization, as
will be discussed in the next section. The details of amplifier
design, MUX/DMUX, and optical switching are beyond the
scope of network engineering and topology design on which
this paper focuses. As a result, these elements are represented
using black boxmodels with certain noise figure, crosstalk,
and filter characteristics (Table I). Access nodes are assumed
to be implemented using a serial design that provides for
the add/drop of the appropriate band on the first level (band
mux/dmux pair) and then selects the appropriate channel on the
second level (channel mux/dmux pair). The goal of this work is
to derive a network design that can be upgradable to higher bit
rates without the need for costly equipment modifications, so
we initially investigate performance at OC-48 with an upgrade
path to OC-192. The main simulation parameters used in our
study are shown in Table I.

IV. TOPOLOGICALDESIGN AND NETWORK ENGINEERING

In designing the metro networks presented in Section III and
in trying to engineer their performance, we use the three-step
simulation process outlined in Section 2. This process, which is
based on monitoring the performance of the highest and lowest
power channels (out of all the available channels) on the worst
case path of the network, is a rather conservative approach but
provides us with the necessary safety margin for our work.
Fig. 6(a) and (b) illustrates the worst case paths for our network
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Fig. 7. Functional diagram of the physical layer of a HUB node.

Fig. 8. Physical layer model implementation diagram of each HUB node used in our simulation analysis.

case studies; these paths happen to be the longest as well as
the ones that pass through the most optical components for
these particular designs. In the case of the six interconnected
ring design [Fig. 6(a)], the optical signal is added on the first
node of an access ring, traverses the whole access and IOF
rings, and is dropped at the most distant node of the last access
ring. In the case of the single IOF ring design [Fig. 6(b)], the
optical signal is added and dropped at two adjacent HUBs, thus
traversing the longest possible path on the ring. As a result, the
protection traffic paths for the above two working traffic paths
will span the minimum distances possible. It is also a general
assumption in our network designs that each connection from
node A to node B is accompanied by a return path connection
from node B to node A using a transmitter at the same nominal
frequency. This will become important during the study of
crosstalk contributions presented below.

Besides engineering the performance of the above networks,
this work deals with the topology design question of how big

a transparent network can we support based on the initial ring
architectures. We first focus on the network of Fig. 6(a), which is
a more general version of the network of Fig. 6(b), and assume
OC-192 (10 Gbps) bit rate, which needs to be supported as a
direct upgrade path for the OC-48 (2.5 Gbps) case. During this
study, three important network parameters have been identified:

1) power at the receiver (depends on channel launched
power and loss on the final access ring);

2) OSNR at the receiver;
3) total uncompensated fiber length on the worst case path.

The interplay of the above three parameters can affect the size
of the network that can be supported. For example, it becomes
apparent that since the access rings of the examined design
are unamplified, the total loss that can be supported on each
one of these rings will be directly proportional to the channel
power launched at their input. This is because at OC-48, the
performance of the weakest channels will be limited by OSNR
and receiver electrical noise if power drops below a certain
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION STUDY

level. The total loss that can be supported on each access
ring will also depend on the sensitivity of the receiver, which,
however, is assumed to have a fixed value. This maximum
insertion loss that is supported can be allocated to individual
node insertion loss (i.e., add/drop loss) and to fiber loss. Node
insertion loss is proportional to the number of wavelengths or
bands that are added/dropped at each node, however. Access
to a large number of wavelengths translates to high node
connectivity, which in turn reduces connection blocking in
the network. It is desirable to be able to support big enough
rings to connect a large number of geographically diverse
customers, in which case fiber dispersion becomes a critical
limiting attribute. In the model network used here, dispersion is
not compensated for the fiber on the access rings, constraining
total reach. Dispersion compensation happens only within the
IOF rings using negative-dispersion fiber spans (i.e., dispersion
compensating modules) at the input of each HUB node. As a
result, -penalty due to chirp/dispersion will affect the perfor-
mance of signals within the access rings much more compared
to the IOF ring. On the IOF ring, we use modules that each
compensate approximately 340 ps/nm of dispersion. However,
these modules do not compensate for the slope of dispersion
within the channel plan. As a result, depending on the length
of each IOF fiber span, some channels are overcompensated
whereas others are undercompensated, causing-performance
variations. Channel launched power is limited by the ability of
the amplifiers in the HUB to provide enough output power at a
reasonable cost and by fiber nonlinearities on the access rings.
The requirement for higher channel power will drive the cost of
each amplifier higher since it will require more pumps. Channel

launched power is also limited to the region where fiber nonlin-
earities are not dominant. Our studies have shown that4 dBm
launched power per channel presents a reasonable compromise
value. The -penalty due to nonlinearities obtained for our
32-channel system, calculated using time-domain simulations,
is approximately 0.1 dB, which is very small and is included
in the impairment budget for the rest of this paper. The OSNR
performance mainly depends on the number of amplifiers that
the signal has traversed and limits the size of the IOF ring (i.e.,
the number of traversed HUBs and span length). Another effect
that can potentially degrade network performance significantly
is the nonlinear effect of the dispersion compensating fiber.
In certain cases, relatively high total power into this fiber
combined with narrow channel spacing and the fiber’s small
effecting area can create significant nonlinear effects. In our
network, however, none of the above factors was present and
thus no significant nonlinearities were observed.

To evaluate the tradeoffs among OSNR, dispersion, and re-
ceived power, we performed a parameter variability study where
we calculated performance for all the channels transmitted
over the network for a reasonable set of combinations of the
above parameters. We used simple budgeting rules and required
that the -performance of the worst case channel be better than
8.5 dB, which corresponds to a BER of 10 at the end-of-life
of the system. Fig. 9 presents contours of uncompensated single
mode fiber length as a function of received signal power and
OSNR for the case where4 dBm per channel is launched into
the final access ring as well as in each IOF span for the worst
case path of Fig. 6(a). To begin the network design, we choose
a typical set of parameters: in this example, an OSNR of 29 dB
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Fig. 9. Contours of uncompensated single mode fiber length as a function of
received signal power and OSNR. This presents a network variability study for
the worst case path of Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 10. Simulated worst case path for crosstalk accumulation. Signal path
(dark line) will be collecting common-channel crosstalk terms generated by
signals at same nominal wavelength (gray lines).

along with 32 km of uncompensated fiber, which will corre-
spond to 16 km of uncompensated fiber per access ring on the
worst case path. The above combination yields a required signal
power at the receiver of about21 dBm, which, assuming no
in-line amplification for the access rings, will correspond to 25
dB of supported total insertion loss per access ring (Fig. 9).
Based on the topology of Fig. 6(a) and these parameters, an
initial design of the network can be obtained as follows: as-
suming an initial pass-through access node insertion loss of 2.3
dB (i.e., one band add/drops per node) and the add/drop inser-
tion loss values shown in Table I, we can then design each access
ring to consist of 16 km of single mode fiber and seven access
nodes. Initially, we investigate network performance assuming
six HUB nodes (i.e., six interconnected access rings). The size
of the IOF ring can be further expanded during the study of the
topology of Fig. 6(b) later in this section.

Wavelength-domain simulation is first performed to calculate
OSNR, channel power level, and crosstalk information for the
network. Wavelengths are routed in such a way that worst case
crosstalk is produced. In particular, we focus on a given wave-
length , which travels the worst case path shown in Fig. 10,
and assume that is being reused at each access ring in the
network as well as for the return path from node B to node A.
The received signal at node B will contain a large number of

Fig. 11. Histogram of all crosstalk terms accumulated at receiver B of worst
case path of Fig. 10. Dominant term is at�21 dB below the signal level and is
caused by filtering imperfections at add/drop node A of Fig. 10.

Fig. 12. Crosstalk-induced penalty (dB) versus dominant crosstalk term power
level for the simulated worst case path of Fig. 6(a).

common channel crosstalk terms that have accumulated due to
imperfections on filtering and switching at the different HUB
nodes as well as at access node A. Fig.11 presents a power-level
histogram of all the common channel crosstalk terms present at
node B, which are obtained from wavelength-domain simula-
tion. The strongest crosstalk contribution shown in Fig. 11 is
generated at access node A and is due to the return path signal
(light gray color on Fig. 10). Part of this dropped signal will leak
and combine with the added signal (same nominal frequency)
due to imperfections in the isolation of the band mux/dmux pair
used at each access node (described in Section III). The power
level of the added signal as well as the filter isolation perfor-
mance will be the determining factors for this effect. In our
example, this crosstalk term is21 dB below the signal level
and dominates over all other terms, which are on the order of

40 dB. The power levels of the 30 most dominant crosstalk
terms are then used in time-domain simulation on the identi-
fied worst case path, and the-penalty (as defined in Fig. 4) is
calculated using the crosstalk model described in Section II-D.
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Fig. 13. Q (dB) channel performance for the strongest and weakest channel
versus signal power divergence in the worst case path of Fig. 6(a). Results are
shown for both the case where no power equalization exists in the network and
the case where power equalizers are used at each HUB node.

Fig. 14. Q (dB) channel performance for the worst case path of Fig. 6(a) versus
wavelength. Results are presented for both the OC-48 case (dotted line) and the
OC-192 upgrade (solid line).

Fig. 12 shows the obtained crosstalk penalty versus the dif-
ferent levels of the dominant crosstalk term. It becomes ob-
vious that tighter crosstalk level should be achieved at each ac-
cess node in order to maintain a 1-dBpenalty as a target
crosstalk budget in our design. This crosstalk performance can
be achieved by tighter crosstalk filter specifications on each
band mux/dmux or by additional filtering at each access node
with the side-effect of increasing the pass-through insertion loss
of each one of these nodes to about 3 dB (up from 2.3 dB used
before). If the latter solution is chosen, only five access nodes
along with 19 km of fiber can now be supported. Each node
can add and drop one band (in this case, a four-channel band is
used, but this is just a model used to demonstrate the power of
the analysis) and thus each access ring can potentially support
up to 20 wavelengths out of the total of 32, which provides ad-
equate network connectivity.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Derived network size possibilities for (a) the interconnected ring
design of Fig. 6(a) using in-line amplification in each access ring and (b) a
modified network design where the IOF ring has been eliminated and access
rings have been interconnected using a single cross-connect.

Based on this new design and assuming OC-192 connections
using EA-modulated transmitters, time-domain simulation is
performed on the worst case path to determine dBQ penalties
for impairments such as distortion due to filter concatenation,
fiber nonlinearities, and crosstalk. Penalties due to crosstalk
and nonlinearities were very similar to those described for
the initial seven access node network design. For filter con-
catenation, it was shown that a 1-dBQ distortion-induced
penalty is an achievable budget value for DMLs at 2.5 Gbps,
whereas EA-modulated and externally modulated transmitters
at OC-192 perform better (0.5 dBQ distortion-induced penalty)
[53]. Calculations based on the model for PMD described in
Section II-C have estimated the PMD-induced dBQ penalty at
0.1 dB.

The final step of the simulation methodology consists
of simple budgeting calculations based on the-penalties
obtained above and focusing on the best and worst performing
channels on the identified path. Fig.13 shows the-perfor-
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TABLE II
DERIVED NETWORK SIZES FORDIFFERENTCONFIGURATIONS OF THESINGLE-RING NETWORK OFFIG. 6(b)AT BOTH OC-48AND OC-192 BIT RATES

mance of the above two channels as the power divergence
among them is allowed to increase, assuming no power
equalization in the network. As the strongest and the weakest
channels propagate through the optical components, their
optical powers diverge and their performance in terms of

-factor differs dramatically. The result clearly demonstrates
that without the use of dynamic power equalization in the net-
work, the weakest channels are not able to achieve acceptable
performance even for a small total power divergence in the net-
work of about 4.5 dB. With the equalizers present, all channels
achieve performance better than the target , and in
addition a 0.5-dBQ performance margin is obtained. This can
be used to relax the component specifications in the network
for impairments such as crosstalk, filter bandwidth, and others.
We therefore simulate a network that includes power equalizers
at each HUB of the IOF ring (see HUB in Fig. 8). The effective
noise figures at the nodes have been increased to account for
the effect of power equalization.

Monte Carlo simulations on the effect of PDL have shown
that with a probability of 99%, a 0.5-dB PDL-induced ripple will
accumulate between each HUB of the network of Fig. 6(a). The
power equalizers are then designed to handle the above ripple
effect in addition to the component ripple that accumulates be-
tween HUBs.

Fig. 14 shows the final -parameter versus channel obtained
using the described budgeting methodology on the final de-
sign of the interconnected metro ring composed of six inter-
connected access rings, each having five add/drops (with four-
channel bands as an example), a total 38 km of uncompensated
traveled fiber (19 km in each access ring), and 85 km of compen-
sated traveled fiber on the IOF ring. Both OC-48 and OC-192
cases are engineered for all the channels on the worst case path
taking into account the most important impairments, including
an additional 1-dBQ margin for component aging in the net-
work. For the OC-192 case, EA-modulated transmitters with a
1600-nm/ps commercial laser rating are used, whereas for the
OC-48 case, adiabatic chirp-dominated DMLs with experimen-
tally measured parameters are used (commercial ratings of 1800
ps/nm). The L-band channels perform worse than the C-band
channels due to the increased fiber dispersion in this region of
single mode fiber.

The above design and engineering procedure is very general
and can be repeated for other network topologies. Fig. 15(a) il-

lustrates the case where expanded network size is obtained by
using in-line amplifiers in each of the access rings of the network
of Fig. 6(a). Fig. 9 can still be used to obtain useful parameter
tradeoffs assuming that the amplifier gain is included in the cal-
culations of the total supported insertion loss and OSNR. Access
rings in this case can be up to 30 km in total length supporting
eight nodes or 19 km supporting ten nodes. Fig. 15(b) illustrates
a different design in which the IOF ring has been eliminated and
all access rings are now interconnected using a single cross-con-
nect. This application can serve a densely populated metro area
that is not geographically large. Simulations show that unam-
plified access rings with 19 km of total fiber can now support
seven add/drop nodes. The single-ring network topology pre-
sented in Fig. 6(b) can also be analyzed based on the above
methodology. Table II presents the results of such analysis as-
suming different fiber span lengths and bit rates exploring the
maximum possible network size that can be supported. For all
these cases, dispersion compensating modules that compensate
for approximately 20 km of single mode fiber are used at each
HUB node. At OC-48 and assuming 20-km fiber span lengths
between the HUBs, we can achieve the largest possible ring (400
km in diameter) using either adiabatic or transient chirp-domi-
nated DMLs with 1800-ps/nm commercial laser ratings. As the
span lengths get shorter or longer, dispersion overcompensation
on the C-band channels or undercompensation on the L-band
channels, respectively, degrades network performance and re-
duces the size of the supported ring. The same effect is observed
for the OC-192 cases, where EA-modulated transmitters with
commercial laser ratings of 1600 ps/nm were used.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the feasibility of transparent
metropolitan-area WDM optical networks using computer
simulation. A multistep simulation methodology has been used
effectively for designing the topologies of such networks and
engineering their performance. This methodology is based on
a combination of wavelength-domain simulations of the entire
network followed by time-/frequency-domain simulations on
identified worst case paths and efficient budgeting calculations.
During the above process, accurate models have been used to
describe the most important of the transport-layer impairments
that affect the performance of transparent WDM optical
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networks. Designing such networks and engineering their
performance will be a critical task as WDM establishes itself in
the present and future rapidly growing metro market.
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